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predicted percent of catchment drained by high-altitude reservoirs, coarse/fine mesh bags, and the percentage of catchment drained by high-altitude reservoirs were significant predictors of the total macroinvertebrate richness in the
sanguigno stretch at the end of the experimentation, regardless of the predictors analyzed (table 6 ). the high-altitude reservoir (30m) in the upper goglio stream was the only predictor that significantly influenced the total
macroinvertebrate richness. similar results were obtained using the shannon’s diversity index as the response variable. macroinvertebrate richness was influenced significantly by the percentage of catchment drained by high-altitude
reservoirs, coarse/fine mesh bags, and the percentage of catchment drained by high-altitude reservoirs (table 6 ). the data were checked for overdispersion and normality. a chi square test showed no significant differences for the
goodness-of-fit of the models (0.038, df = 2, pvalue = 0.999 for sanguigno; 0.039, df = 3, pvalue = 0.999 for lower goglio; 0.017, df = 2, pvalue = 0.999 for upper goglio). a linear model was used to confirm the above results. based on
the percentage of catchment drained by high-altitude reservoirs, coarse/fine mesh bags, and the percentage of catchment drained by high-altitude reservoirs, a significant relationship was found between macroinvertebrate richness
and the percentage of catchment drained by high-altitude reservoirs (0.005, df = 1, pvalue = 0.017). the main objectives of this study were to identify and evaluate different biotic and abiotic indicators of stream condition, for the
assessment of water quality and to achieve reliable water quality criteria in the sardinian streams. the best descriptors of stream condition, according to the present study, are the macroinvertebrate communities.
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the application of high-altitude reservoirs causes relevant alteration in lotic ecosystems through the presence of reservoirs that direct most of the water through a system of interception and ditches and generate substantial changes in
the structure, magnitude, and frequency of natural flows. however, the effect of reservoirs has also been traditionally underestimated because it is usually impossible to define the exact extent of the reservoir impacts. moreover, in

many cases, for various reasons, it is difficult to monitor the effects of reservoirs on lotic ecosystems. the present work used the application of high-altitude reservoirs to assess their effect on lotic ecosystems and other lotic phenomena
and address issues such as: (i) the macroinvertebrate communities, (ii) the breakdown of organic matter, and (iii) the thermal regime. the main results of the present work suggest that high-altitude reservoirs affect the structure of

macroinvertebrate communities and have a stronger influence on those communities than altered stretches or high flow events. further, the presence of reservoirs modifies the high flow events, which in turn can positively affect the
decomposition process. this program allows us to perform a wide range of experiments within its implementation. the application of high-altitude reservoirs clearly showed the effect of the dams on lotic ecosystems. the study area is

divided into two stretches altered by reservoirs and one stretch subjected to the effect of high-flow events only. while the effect of reservoirs, through the structural and flow modification, may affect the survival rate of
macroinvertebrates, the analysis of the same structure (i.e., same number of pools, same distance between them, and the same size of the pool) in the absence of high-flow events showed that there is no difference in the

macroinvertebrate communities. consequently, the impact of reservoirs on lotic ecosystems seems to be mainly due to the modification of the characteristics of the flows. in particular, they impede the natural sediment deposition,
which in turn can limit the removal of coarse particulate organic matter and cause a reduced magnitude of the flow events and a higher availability of organic matter in the stream. the findings of the present work are relevant in terms

of understanding lotic ecosystems and highlighting the effect of high-altitude reservoirs. 5ec8ef588b
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